When a quantity is measured, the outcome depends on several factors like the measuring system, the measurement procedure, the skill of the operator, the environment, and other effects. In case of inexact quantity the outcome may also depends on the uncertainty representation.
INTRODUCTION
In the real world, a lot of knowledge often comes vague, imprecise, uncertain, or probabilistic in nature. Human thinking and reasoning often contain inaccurate information originated from inherently inexact human concepts; humans can give satisfactory answers, which are probably true. Because the information people obtain is always uncertain and limited, a variety of uncertainty theories emerged. Young R.C. and Moore R E. proposed the interval number [1] , [2] , L.A. Zadeh proposed fuzzy mathematics [3] then he introduced a type-2 fuzzy set (and even higher types) [4] and Z. Pawlak proposed the rough sets theory [5] . In the meantime, because of limited information and knowledge, only part of system structure could be fully realized. To overcome this problem, Deng J.L. proposed the grey systems theory [6] , also Atanassov suggests lntuitionistic fuzzy sets [7] , and D. J. Buehrer and W.L. Gau proposed for vague set [8] . In recent years the definition of inexact number has been emerged from uncertainty set theories. Fuzzy sets, interval analysis, rough sets, grey set, lntuitionistic fuzzy sets, and vague set are all constructs falling under the same umbrella of Granular Computing which has recently emerged as a coherent conceptual and algorithmic platform aimed at the representation and processing of information granules [9] .
CLASSICAL SET
Set theory was founded by a single paper in 1874 by George Cantor: "On a characteristic property of all real algebraic numbers" [10] . A set in mathematics is a collection of well defined and distinct objects, considered as an object in its own right. Sets are one of the most fundamental concepts in mathematics. Set theory is now a ubiquitous part of mathematics, and can be used as a foundation from which nearly all of mathematics can be derived. The theory of sets based on the notion of element membership to sets has proved itself to be one of the most powerful tools of what is known as modern mathematics and it has allowed us to study modeling and development of other sciences. However, the notion of element membership to a set is a bivalent concept, governed by the values 0 (there is no membership) and 1 (there is membership) and it does not allow other set possibilities which, nevertheless, have been studied in the fields of Logic models [11] . An object in a set is called an element or member of that set. Sets are defined by a simple statement describing whether a particular element having a certain property belongs to that particular set. Classical set theory enumerates all its elements using:
  
A number
A number is a mathematical object used to count, label, and measure. In mathematics, the definition of number has been extended over the years to include such numbers as zero, negative numbers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, and complex numbers. A notational symbol that represents a number is called a numeral. In addition to their use in counting and measuring, numerals are often used for labels, for ordering, and for codes. In common use, the word number can mean the abstract object, the symbol, or the word for the number [12] . Now the definition of number involve the uncertainty representation and granular forms which come from uncertain sets representation such as: fuzzy set, rough set, grey set vague set ,…..etc
INTERVALS (INTERVAL NUMBERS)
One of the earliest observations of digital numerical computation was that, although most programs give highly accurate results, it can happen that rounding errors build up in such a way that none of the many decimals in the result is meaningful. A good early summary of this is Forsythe's "The Pitfalls of Numerical Computation". Instead of using a single floating-point number as approximation for the value of a real variable in the mathematical model under investigation, interval arithmetic acknowledges limited precision by associating with the variable a set of reals as possible values. For ease of storage and computation, these sets are restricted to intervals. The computation rules aim at maintaining the property of containing all possible values. In the past two decades, the interval method has been obtaining more and more attentions. Interval represents a closed bounded set of real numbers, and in interval mathematics, it is regarded as a type of number, namely interval number [13] . Real interval is a set of real numbers with the property that any number that lies between two numbers in the set is also included in the set.
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For example, the set of all numbers x satisfying 3 ≤ x ≤ 4 is an interval which contains 3 and 4, as well as all numbers between them. Other examples of intervals are the set of all real numbers , the set of all negative real numbers, and the empty set. Real intervals play an important role in the theory of integration, because they are the simplest sets whose "size", "measure" or "length" is easy to define. In literature there exist two different types of notions to represent an interval. The first one assumes that an interval number is a non-fuzzy subset of the real line with a precisely defined domain on it as [14] : 
A can be defined again as [13] :
Interval can be represented in another way by its characteristic function as shown in figure (1), 
FUZZY SET
In most of cases in our life, the data obtained for decision making are only approximately known. In 1965, Zadeh introduced the concept of fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory to meet those problems. A logic based on the two truth values, true and false is sometimes unsuitable when describing human reasoning. Fuzzy logic provides a rich and meaningful addition to standard logic [3] . Basically, Fuzzy Logic (FL) is a multivalued logic that allows intermediate values to be defined between conventional evaluations like true/false, yes/no, high/low, etc. So we can say that Fuzzy logic is a superset of conventional (Boolean) logic that has been extended to handle the concept of partial truth values between "completely true" and "completely false". Notions like "rather tall" or "very fast" can be formulated mathematically and processed by computers, in order to apply a more human-like way of thinking in the programming of computers. Fuzzy logic is capable of handling inherently imprecise concept [16] . The very basic notion of fuzzy logic is a fuzzy set. In classical mathematics we are familiar with crisp sets. The elements which have been assigned the number 1 can be interpreted as the elements that are in the set A and the elements which have assigned the number 0 as the elements that are not in the set A. This concept is sufficient for many areas of applications, but it can easily be seen that it lacks flexibility for some applications. Different to classical sets, elements of a fuzzy set have membership degrees to that set; the degree of membership to a fuzzy set indicates the certainty (or uncertainty) that the element belongs to that set. So the fuzzy set theory is an extension of classical set theory where elements have varying degree of membership. A fuzzy set is any set that allows its members to have different degree of membership, within interval [0, 1]. In the universal space X a fuzzy set A is written as a set of pairs
Where x is an element of the universal space X, and
is the value of the membership function for element x.
Fuzzy number
A fuzzy number is simply an ordinary number whose precise value is somewhat uncertain. Fuzzy numbers are the natural generalization of real, crisp numbers; they are used in statistics, computer programming, engineering, and experimental science. Dubois and Prade defined any of the fuzzy numbers as a fuzzy subset of the real line [17] . Fuzzy numbers allow us to make the mathematical model of linguistic variable on fuzzy environment. A fuzzy number is a quantity whose value is imprecise, rather than exact as is the case with "ordinary" (single-valued) numbers [18] . If a fuzzy set is convex and normalized, and its membership function is defined in R and piecewise continuous, it is called as fuzzy number. So, fuzzy number represents a real number interval whose boundary is fuzzy. It is expressed as a fuzzy set defining a fuzzy interval in the real number R. Since the boundary of this interval is ambiguous, the interval is also a fuzzy set. Here, we give some necessary definitions of fuzzy set theory. Definition: A fuzzy set A is called normal if there is at least
Definition [20] : A fuzzy set A on R is convex if for any, x, y
A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set on the real line that satisfies the Conditions of normality and convexity. A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set which has the following three properties [21] :  A fuzzy number must be a normal fuzzy set, which means the maximum membership of any element in this number is 1.0.  All alpha levels must be closed for every
The support of a fuzzy number must be bounded.
Types of fuzzy number
There are many forms of fuzzy number, among which the triangular fuzzy number, trapezoidal fuzzy number and Gaussian fuzzy model are the most common ones
Triangular fuzzy number
Definition: Triangular fuzzy number is a fuzzy number represented with three points as follows [19] : ( , , ) a a a A 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
Another shape of fuzzy number is trapezoidal fuzzy number. This shape is originated from the fact that there are several points whose membership degree is maximum (α = 1). Definition: Trapezoidal fuzzy number is a fuzzy number represented with four points as follows: ( , , , ) aa A aa 
Bell Shape Fuzzy Number
Bell shape fuzzy number is often used in practical applications and its function is defined as follows [19] :
Where m is the mean of the function,  is the standard deviation 
Type-2 Fuzzy Number
A type-1 fuzzy number (T1FN) is defined as a fuzzy set that is both normal and convex. Normality is required in order to capture the concept of a fuzzy number being a set of real numbers close to a specific crisp number, in other words when all the uncertainty about a number disappears it reduces to a crisp number. Convexity is required as it allows meaningful arithmetic operations to be performed on fuzzy sets using the well established methods from interval analysis since α-level sets are closed intervals. Define a type-2 fuzzy number (T2FN) as a type-2 fuzzy set having a numerical domain. There is no assumption for normality has been defined for T2FN.
Types of Type-2 fuzzy number
There are various shapes of Type-2 fuzzy numbers; Gaussian Type-2 fuzzy number and Interval type-2 fuzzy number are illustrated in next subsections. 
Gaussian Type-2 fuzzy number

Interval type-2 fuzzy number
ROUGH SET
Pawlak introduced the theory of rough sets as an extension of set theory for the study of intelligent systems characterized by insufficient and incomplete information. Rough set theory can be regarded as a new mathematical tool for imperfect data analysis. That theory has found applications in many domains, such as decision support, engineering, environment, banking, medicine and others. Rough set philosophy is founded on the assumption that with every object of the universe of discourse some information (data, knowledge) is associated. Objects characterized by the same information are indiscernible (similar) in view of the available information about them. The indiscernibility relation generated in this way is the mathematical basis of rough set theory. Any set of all indiscernible (Similar) objects is called an elementary set, and forms a basic granule (atom) of knowledge about the universe. Any union of some elementary sets is referred to as a crisp (precise) set -otherwise the set is rough (imprecise, vague). Each rough set has boundary-line cases, i.e., objects which cannot be with certainty classified, by employing the available knowledge, as members of the set or its complement. Obviously rough sets, in contrast to precise sets, cannot be characterized in terms of information about their elements.
With any rough set a pair of precise sets, called the lower and the upper approximation of the rough set, is associated. The lower approximation consists of all objects which surely belong to the set and the upper approximation contains all objects which possibly belong to the set. The difference between the upper and the lower approximation constitutes the boundary region of the rough set. Approximations are fundamental concepts of rough set theory [24] . In rough set theory, this indiscernability of the data points is handled using the concept of approximate sets. The upper and lower approximate sets of are denoted as
respectively, and are defined as [25] :
x represents the equivalence class determined by
x with respect to P.
Rough Number
Rough numbers [26] are based on the several following notions. For the set  a sequence of nonnegative real numbers 
As the S-lower and S-upper approximation of the nonnegative real number x the following values are considered:
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All notions above lead to the definition of an approximation of a real number x on the basis of a set of real numbers 
Rough real number
Rough real number is Extended Models of Rough Numbers as follows [27] :
Let S is the categorization of R such that SR  . An approximation space A = ( , S) will be denoted as: For a
Notions   Sx remain as above. Q(x) should be defined as
what causes that definitions of its S-lower and S-upper approximations remain unchanged. Also definitions of real number x remain the same as above. This extension of the Pawlak definitions leads us to the notion of rough real number.
GREY SET
There is a classification, which classifies sets into three different categories: White sets, Black sets and Grey sets, Definition: For a set A U  , if its characteristic function value of each x with respect to A can be expressed with a single white number
A is a white set. In fact, type-1 fuzzy sets can be considered as a special case of white sets. A crisp set is clearly a white set and it is not fuzzy at all, but a type-1 fuzzy set is still a white set although it is fuzzy compared with a crisp set.
Definition: For a set AU  , if it's characteristic function value of each x with respect to A can be expressed with a black number, then A is a black set. An element in a black set has a complete unknown characteristic function value, and it is opposite to a white set where we have complete knowledge about the characteristic function value of an element. Between the two extremes, a set with incomplete information about its characteristic function values is defined as a grey set. . The characteristic function here is a general expression; it does not exclude any relevant criteria in defining a set. Therefore, it can be replaced by probability function, membership function, possibility function and etc. For a white set, we know clearly the relationship between an element and a set. Obviously, a white set here is different from a crisp set in traditional sets. A white set has a clear relationship between the set and relevant elements, and that relationship is not necessarily a crisp relationship. If we replaced the characteristic function with a fuzzy membership function, then the white set would become a standard type-1 fuzzy set.
Grey Number
A grey number is a number with clear upper and lower boundaries but which has an unknown position within the boundaries. A grey number for the system is expressed mathematically as [28] : 
VAGUE SET
Gau and Buehrer (1993) presented the theory of vague sets [8] . Chen (1995) presented the arithmetic operations between vague sets. Chen (1997) ii . An example of a vague set Ã in the universe of discourse U is shown in Figure 9 [31].
Fig 9: Vague Set
If the universe of discourse U is a finite set, then a vague set Ã of the universe of discourse U can be represented as follows [31] :
If the universe of discourse U is an infinite set, then a vague set Ã of the universe of discourse can be represented as [31] : 
Vague Number
A vague number is a vague subset in the universe of discourse U that is both convex and normal. A vague set Ã of the universe of discourse U is called a normal vague set if 
